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Mrs. Erin Prosser, Poff Elementary School 
Media Specialist, helps a student with a coding 
activity. 

Computational Thinking Course Encourages Perseverance 

(continued on page 30)

An ancient Chinese proverb warns “do not 
confine your children to your own learning, 
for they were born in another time.”

Never has that been truer than for children 
born in the 21st Century, who have never 
known what it was like to live or function 
without the use of technology. Much of 
that technology involves the use of coding 
in order to function. Even some everyday 
products – like microwave ovens – require 
computer code in order to perform tasks. 

the Hampton Township Board of School 
Directors approved a new course for fifth 
graders, which was instituted during the 
2014-2015 school year. A computational 
thinking course replaced the keyboarding 
course fifth graders had previously taken. 
The purpose of the course, according to 
Curriculum Director Ms. Laurie Heinricher, 
is to teach students perseverance. “With 
coding, you have to stick with it and solve 
issues that may crop up that cause bugs in 
the program,” she said. “Those skills can 
transfer to other subjects.”

The course was based on the curriculum 
suggestions offered on the Code.org 
website. Launched in 2013, Code.org is 
a non-profit organization dedicated to 
expanding student participation in computer 
science, with an emphasis on attracting 
more young women to professions which 
incorporate coding skills. 

Fifth graders at all three elementary schools 
will receive 20 hours of computational 
thinking training before the end of the 
school year. In addition to Code.org, 
students also will use another popular 
programming website called Scratch. 

Mrs. Erin Prosser and Mrs. Maureen 
Herold – two of the District’s elementary 
school media specialists – said they see 
the value in teaching their young students 
computational thinking skills. 

“It’s very involved, and some students 
really take off with it,” said Mrs. Prosser. 
“They’re working through a lot of 
algorithms and problems to get through to 
the end product, which teaches them how to 
stick with something until they have solved 
it.” 

In addition to teaching her students 
perseverance and critical-thinking skills, 
Mrs. Herold said they also are learning 
about teamwork, which is a valuable skill 
in the workforce. “The nice thing about it is 
if they get stuck, they can and do help each 
other work through it.”

Fifth graders at all three elementary schools 
said they are enjoying the computational 
thinking course. 

At Poff Elementary School, Aidan 
Shumaker, Addie Klocko, Leah Beam 
and Ben Wolf all said they much prefer 
computational thinking over another year 
of regular keyboarding. All four said they 
liked the ability to create cool designs using 
just their imaginations and the tools they’ve 
learned thus far. “I like putting together 
the algorithms because they always end 
up making something cool,” said Addie, 
with heads nodding in agreement from the 
others. 

At Central, fifth graders Riley Howard and 
Sammy Sidhu said they liked being able to 
move at their own pace on Code.org and the 
freedom to create whatever came to mind. 

“I love that it’s limitless,” said Sammy. 
“You can make whatever you want. 
Sometimes you goof up your original 
design and end up creating something really 
cool.”

At Wyland, fifth graders Austin Yobbi, 
Annaliese Weiss and Quentin Romero 
agreed with their fellow classmates in the 
other two buildings about computational 
thinking being far more interesting than 
keyboarding. 

“I like creating things, and this lets us do 
that,” said Annaliese. “It’s much more fun 

Because coding has become an important 
aspect of everyday living, educators agree 
that introducing it to children as young 
as those in elementary school is not only 
appropriate, but beneficial. Edutopia, 
an arm of the George Lucas Education 
Foundation, stresses that coding is not only 
appropriate for elementary-aged students, 
but should be considered a vital part of any 
quality curriculum. 

In recognition of the importance of coding, 

Fifth graders at Poff work together to solve 
coding issues in their Computational Thinking 
course. 
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material for her project, but she created 
this dress without the use of a purchased 
pattern. It’s extremely difficult to design 
your own pattern and allow for things 
like seam allowances and other sewing 
techniques. She even added a zipper to 
the back.”
Emma said a friend of hers served 
as the model for the dress as she was 
constructing it, adding that there was a 
lot of patience involved with using potato 
chip bags to make a garment. “It’s not 
very easy to manipulate a bag of potato 
chips into something wearable,” she 
said. “Originally, I planned to do a full 
skirt, but realized that it wasn’t a good 
design because of the material and the 
practicality of it.”
While she is unsure if she’ll ever actually 
wear the potato bag dress, Emma said 
she looks forward to trying her hand at 
using other upcycled materials to create 
clothing. 
The upcycled dress wasn’t Emma’s 
first experience designing clothing. 
For the last three years, she’s worked 
as a costume designer for the High 
School Theatre Department. During her 
freshman year, she learned the ropes 
from others. She then took over the helm 
of the costume design department during 

Emma Colbaugh shows off the dress she made 
from upcycled potato chip bags. 

When the average person finishes a bag of 
potato chips, the bag ends up in the trash 
without as much as a second thought. 
Hampton Senior Emma Colbaugh isn’t 
your average person. 
Emma believes firmly in upcycling – 
the practice of reusing and repurposing 
discarded objects or materials in a way that 
was not originally intended for the material. 
Oftentimes, upcycling produces a higher 
quality item than the original. 
“I often see people upcycling, and that 
concept is really interesting to me,” she 
said. “I wanted to try it myself to see how it 
would turn out.”
As part of her requirements for an 
Independent Study Clothing class, Emma 
decided to repurpose the container for one 
of her favorite items – potato chips. Emma 
chose to use potato chip bags from Aldi 
Foods, to add a brand knock-off aspect to 
her creation. 
“I wanted to use materials that were odd 
and that people might not think to use,” 
she said. “The Aldi bags represent a knock-
off theme and how knock-offs are a great 
thing, especially for the fashion industry.”
Emma’s teacher, Mrs. Melinda Jackson, 
called Emma hardworking, smart and 
creative. “Not only is Emma using unique 

Upcycled Potato Chip Bags Create Fun Dress

(continued from page 27)

than just sitting and typing letter after letter 
like we did in keyboarding.”

Quentin said the computational thinking 
skills he’s learning will help him in 
whatever future career he chooses. At the 
moment, he is leaning toward becoming a 
computer programmer. 

Austin said he has enjoyed creating things 
since he was in first grade, and previously 
used Microsoft Word to design. “But it’s 
much easier to create things now with the 
coding,” he said. 

Annaliese said computational thinking has 
helped her to succeed in other courses, 
including math class, which involves going 

Computational Thinking Course Encourages Perseverance 

her sophomore, junior and senior years. 
Following her graduation from Hampton, 
Emma plans to continue her education while 
pursuing a degree in costume design. Her 
dream is to work as part of a costume design 
company associated with the theatre. “Ideally, 
I’d like to be in New York City or Chicago 
because of the theatre side,” she said. 

through a series of steps to solve a problem, 
much like programming.

All three said they felt that fourth 
graders were more than able to handle 
computational thinking courses and 
encouraged administrators to consider 
introducing classes at that level in the near 
future. 

Ms. Heinricher said there has been some 
discussion among the administration to 
offer computational thinking at the fourth-
grade level, but added that any changes 
in that direction likely would not happen 
in time for the 2015-2016 School Year. 
Fourth graders did have the opportunity 

Dec. 8 to try their hand at coding during 
the International Hour of Code event. 
Additionally, any student of any age level 
is able to go to Code.org and Scratch.mit.
edu and set up an account to try coding on 
their own. 

Adjustments also are being considered 
for the Middle School curriculum to 
include computer application courses, Ms. 
Heinricher said. “We know we have some 
differently-abled kids coming, and we want 
to be prepared to meet their needs.”
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